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ABSTRACT 

The emerging area of spintronics uses the spin of the electron in nanosized electronic devices. 

Magnetic nanowires (NWs) are a good candidate for devices based on spin as their low 

dimension facilitate the realization of different spin based phenomenon like spin transfer 

torque by spin polarized current or microwaves, giant magnetoresistance by spin dependent 

scattering, current induced magnetization switching by domain nucleation, etc. Hence, 

fabrication and the basic understanding of magnetization reversal in these NWs is quite 

important area of investigation. The present thesis reports on the synthesis of cobalt and 

nickel-iron alloy NWs in commercially available polycarbonate and anodic alumina 

membranes and their structure-magnetic property-electrodeposition process relationship is 

studied.  

Cobalt NWs with varying crystalline quality, crystallographic phases and crystallographic 

orientations are fabricated by varying deposition parameters like temperature, pH and 

concentration of the bath which affects the structural phase and orientation of growth 

direction parallel and perpendicular to the NW-axis. The tailoring of the c-axis of hcp-Co 

(which is the easy direction of magnetocrystalline anisotropy) with respect to NW-axis is 

effectively done by bath temperature and pH parameters and is studied in detail as a function 

of NW diameter, aspect ratio and areal density. There is interdependence of bath pH on bath 

temperature which affects the adsorption and co-deposition processes of H
+
 ions with Co

2+
 

ions and hence favors the growth of particular planes at a particular temperature. The bath pH 

≤ 3.0 leads to formation of mixed fcc and hcp phases. The single crystal NWs are formed at 

higher bath temperatures of 50°C and 60°C at all bath pH and concentrations. The 

magnetization reversal mechanisms of , (0002) and  oriented cobalt NWs are 

then studied by angular dependent coercivity, Hc() measurements. The fitting of Hc() data 

shows that in (0002) oriented cobalt NWs, curling is the dominant magnetization reversal 
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mechanism when external magnetic field is applied at smaller angles with respect to NW-axis 

which then changes to coherent rotation at larger angles. The transition angle from curling to 

coherent reversal is higher in denser NW-array. The c-axis orientation and aspect ratio 

interdependence on the magnetic properties of cobalt NWs is also studied. The varying 

competition of shape anisotropy with magnetocrystalline anisotropy of cobalt at different 

aspect ratios of NWs exhibits the crossover of easy-axis of magnetization from longitudinal 

to transverse direction with respect to the NW-axis. An interesting theoretically predicted 

undulating ground domain state referred as ‘snake state’ is experimentally observed in 

 oriented 40 nm cobalt NWs by MFM and magnetization measurements. Conditions 

for the existence of such a state are also confirmed. 

The structural and magnetic properties of Ni-Fe alloy thin films and NWs deposited at 

different bath pH and temperatures are also studied in detail. The decrease in nickel content 

with increase in pH value has been explained by anomalous codeposition mechanism. The 

role of bath temperature in controlling the Fe content is weaker than the role of pH. Higher 

bath temperature also significantly reduces the resistivity of films specifically at lower pH 

values. Low coercivities are obtained in thin films and NWs deposited at higher pH and 

higher bath temperature of 60°C which is attributed to increase in Fe content in the alloy 

composition. The properties of Ni-Fe alloy thin films and NWs deposited at similar 

conditions are also compared. It has been observed that the bath pH and temperature affect 

the mobilities and adsorption process of Ni
+2

 and Fe
+2

 ions depositing on substrate surface 

and in nanopores bringing about a strong (111) texture in NWs. The anisotropic nature of the 

NWs decreases at higher bath temperature at all bath pH values.  
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